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Remington 11-87 fully rifled barrel

If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. Working... leave a comment and I'll try to make it happen. Shotguns with slugs
(and even buck shot where legal) are a good choice for situations when you are hunting deer and hogs on an area that may have houses and highways within 1/2 mile or so. Any suggestions or recommendations? I was looking around an internet gun auction site one day when I came across a used (barely used – like new) Mossberg 500
waterfowl and deer combo in Mossy Oak New Breakup camo. Anyway to get back on topic, the neighbor’s informal shooting range is just that. US sales only. Lightfield patent guarantees the sabot and slug are mechanically locked together assuring the proper rpms to stabilize. The Remington® 11-87™ Sportsman Slug Semi-Auto
Shotgun uses a self-compensating gas system, which allows the gun to operate with every type of shotgun shell from light 2-3/4" loads up to 3" Magnums without any shooter adjustments. They are “old school” slugs; not the newest high velocity aerodynamic wiz bangers, but for my needs, as described below, they will get the job done
perfectly. Furthermore, with many sabot slugs these days costing $25-$30 per box of 5, I am lucky that my shotgun shoots well with the 3″ Winchester Super-X BRI Slugs that are likely the most economical sabot slugs on the market, selling from $10-$12 per box of 5. Whenever you use a rifled barrel, ALWAYS use saboted slugs. In The
Ultimate Versatile Firearm Contest– The winner is the 12 gauge shotgun. The barrel itself sizes the bullet to the proper fit so each and every slug is a custom fit to the barrel firing the round. Did you ever wonder just what was the difference was between these two very similar shotguns? If I think I am going to need to shoot a deer at
100yds or more, then I will gladly use a rifle and leave the slug gun at home. In other words, I wanted to answer for myself the age old question; what if you could have, God forbid, only one gun, what would it be? The designs also include the ability of the pure lead slug to swell up (upset) itself to fill inside diameter of your barrel regardless
of its size! By Phil Bourjaily. He is ready to get into some shooting and hunting while in college so I decided to give him my Mossberg combo set up. Remington 870 Wingmaster Barrel 20 Smooth Bore Slug Turkey Defense W Sights. Trick out or upgrade your firearm with the largest gun parts selection at eBay.com. Standard(large ring)
20" slug barrel with adjustable sights and chambered for 2 3/4" shells. I was hitting a little low, so I loosened the set screw, adjusted the sight up one notch, and tightened the screw back down. A REMINGTON 1187 shotgun is currently worth an average price of $662.12 new and $951.46 used . MSRP: $829. I … It doesn’t happen to me
very often, so when it does I am usually quite thankful. All American made slugs measure .690 which will pass through any choke except extra full(.689) but can be forced through with 3¼ dr. equivalent powder charge. Today, I got lucky with my newly acquired slug barrel for my ole Remington 11-87. Hunting. Remington Shotgun 1100 20
Ga Lt 1187 11 87 O Ring Barrel Gas Seals 6 Pack. Get the best deals for remington 1187 barrel at eBay.com. I have killed countless ducks, many geese and several nice turkeys with that gun so far. Your accuracy problem you’re describing is more common than you may think. I will take steel over plastic any day. Change ), You are
commenting using your Google account. It doesn’t happen to me very often, so when it does I am usually quite thankful. I have an 11-87 sp with the remington rifled cantilever barrel scoped with a leupold 2x-7x shotgun scope. This story really begins a few years back when I decided that I should get a highly versatile shotgun that could, if
need be, cover all of my realistic needs. I was in shock that I could even shoot that tight of a group given the fact that the front sight bead nearly covered the entire black section of the target at this distance, but hey, I’ll take it. Shooting slugs is easy, but accuracy is not guaranteed. From 1993 to the present, TarHunt has sold bolt-action
slug guns domestically, to Europe, African and Japanese markets.TarHunt has built guns for Remington, Winchester, Federal, Marlin and some foreign manufactures of slug gun ammo. Furthermore, I felt I needed 3” capability for turkey and waterfowl so I decided to try to find a Remington 11-87 to use for waterfowl, turkeys, and clays.
The Sportsman slug gun comes with a 21" rifled barrel, optimized to shoot modern sabot slugs with great accuracy. Today, I got lucky with my newly acquired slug barrel for my ole Remington 11-87. When you pull the trigger, that slug gun is coming back at you, the recoil will push it up as well. frame will not fit the LW. The barrel is
gripping the sabot because of the rifling cutting into it but with a slightly bigger bore there is not enough pressure generated by the smooth inside of the sabot to grip a copper bullet that is being used by other manufactures. I told him that it would get him off to a good start and would likely handle anything he would ever need to do, short of
big game hunting beyond 150 yards or so. I used to shoot Barnes Expanders, 2 3/4", out of a fully rifled barrel, with a 2x7 Leupold on it. TarHunt - Slug Guns, Rifles and Ammunition, Purchasing, Cancellations, Installation of upgrades and Returns. The next step for me was to fill the hole that the above transaction left in my firearms
battery. Ruminations on guns, self-defense, hunting and related topics. I shoot a 1187 with a remington full rifled barrel and shoot Winchester 2 3/4 hollow point slugs with great accuracy I shoot 1-1 1/2 " groups @ 100 yrds> You can spend more on slugs but why when you can get the same acc. I used to own an 11-87 Premier slug gun
with cantilever barrel. We use Remington 870, Browning BPS and Browning Gold shotguns shooting cantilevered rifled barrels only-1 in 28″ twist. November 13, 2009. 20.5" rifled barrel with attached scope mount. Checked walnut stock are also in great condition with no signs of damage or cracking. Used in great condition Remington
model 11-87. I tore it down, cleaned it up real good and it operated just fine. It's a Remington 11-87 Sportsman Deer 12 ga. Once they try it, even traditional shooters like the ShurShot’s pistol grip synthetic stock because it's comfortable to hold steady and shoot, which equates to more accuracy. A rifled slug barrel would be best suited for
deer and hog hunting using slugs, and a field barrel with interchangeable choke tubes rated for steel shot would serve my needs for everything else from clays to quail, pheasants, ducks, geese, and even turkeys. I came to the same conclusion as many others have; it would be a 12 gauge shotgun. More: www.remington.com. So as long
as the barrel shoots good, I don’t mind the crappy finish that doesn’t match my camo receiver. Compared to rifle bullets, shotgun slugs are slow (1400 fps v. 2700 fps or more) and heavy (5/8 – 1 oz. Rifled barrels have no choke. Hunting. I decided that the most versatile gun would be a repeater and would best be served up with two
interchangeable barrels. I sight in with an Otters bench rest, however am … Furthermore, a deer or hog hit in the vitals with a slug will usually expire very rapidly which means they don’t end up in someone else’s back yard before they go down. Shotgun Slug Accuracy Tips from the American Slug Shooting Association. The shots are close
and I don’t have to worry about a rifle bullet ricocheting off of something and going through the wall of someone’s house 2000 yards down range. I'm going to order some of the 20 gauge version to see how well it shoots out of my gun. Have experienced it in the field with drastic consequences. I took the shotgun deer hunting a few times
but unfortunately never did end up killing a whitetail with it. The secret to accuracy is finding the right gun and slug combination, preparation and then practice--a lot of practice. Still, just for good measure, I replaced the gas O-ring seal and the bolt buffer and have been using it for the past couple of years now. More Guns. Sometimes you
just get lucky. Remington 11 87 premier 12 gauge slug gun Description: 12 gauge rifled barrel with scope mount real nice condition premier edition with scroll engraving. with a cheaper slug?? Randy. Was a nice gun. I installed my new-used barrel on the 11-87 and headed out back to my neighbor’s informal range. Not to dissuade you
from purchasing the Remington (it's on my wishlist too), but don't think that Mike Hanback's accuracy cant be duplicated with other slug guns. The Gun … From 1993 to the present, TarHunt has sold bolt-action slug guns domestically, to Europe, African and Japanese markets.TarHunt has built guns for Remington, Winchester, Federal,
Marlin and some foreign manufactures of slug gun ammo. Consider the Model 11-87 Sportsman Cantilever Slug your deer season MVP. have an idea about what I should shoot next? ( I own a 3 1/2 “ magnum 12 gauge but I have yet to ever need to fire 3 1/2” shells at a game animal. So, I began to peruse the internet and local gun shows
and shops to try to find a slug barrel for my 11-87. November 13, 2009. So I figured I would not have much trouble finding a combination that would work for me. The 870 is the gold standard of pump guns. You notice the list of “things to be done with the gun” is shorter here, because even though I did use my Mossberg occasionally for
pheasant and quail, in reality I have a Fabarm Classic Lion that is my “dedicated” upland game gun. However, after owning a few guns with camo coating, I will likely never own another waterfowl gun that is not so coated, for the simple reason that the corrosion resistance imparted to the gun by the coating is, in my opinion, worth the extra
money that you usually spend over buying a blued model. ... Remington 870 12 gauge fully rifled slug barrel cantilever with scope NEW 23" $350.00. Hi I was just wondering your opinions on the best saboted slug for my gun: a Remington 1187 12 ga with a rifled barrel 1 in 35 twist. If forced to choose just one of those 2 I'd probably go
870. I found a good deal on a 26″ barreled 11-87 coated with the original Mossy Oak Breakup camo. remington 11 87 gun values. Bore is bright and the barrel is painted satin black not the original bluing. Besides the camo coating, the Mossberg came with a 28” ported field barrel with accu-chokes and a 24” ported rifled slug barrel
equipped with Williams sights, just like the one pictured below. The black synthetic stock and matching forearm are in excellent like new condition. I have decided that if I can’t kill it with a 3” magnum then I need to become a better hunter and get closer). Prices for some of the new barrels were equal to what I paid for the whole gun, so I
started to look for a used one. My shots will likely be under 50 yards and definitely no farther than 75 yards because you just can’t see that far in the areas in which I will be using this gun. Check your local laws before you load up any slug gun with 5 shells though. I shoot the Remington 11-87 Special Purpose Deer gun with 2 3/4″ 1900fps
Remington core lock Ultra (385 grain) slugs. Fast & Free shipping on many items! The reason for this (as if I really need one) is not only the all-around one gun versatility aspect discussed above, but also because I actually hunt a few places where a slug gun is the appropriate firearm to use. Randy…thanks for taking my questions! Very
accurate. I shot a three shot group that tore a ragged hole. Plus it looks cool. Knowing your target and what is beyond it is an important rule in firearms safety, however with some guns your need to know what lies beyond stops at 500 yards whereas others may require you to know that information for a mile or more. guns that were built on
the 12ga. Having owned several Remington 1100s over the years, I liked them and knew that they fit me well and as a result I usually shoot them well. This worries me because I never know when the “flyer” may rear its ugly head. Maybe the dixie slugs would be a good try as well. ( Log Out /  Hold on … Latest. They are also typically not
very aerodynamic which means they are less likely to keep flying a long way without hitting the ground and coming to rest. $450.00. 1 1/2- 2″ groups is the norm at 100 yds. Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in: You are commenting using your WordPress.com account. I'm also going to be using a 21 inch smooth bore barrel
with the Remchoke system (with imp. ? What would be the one gun that could cover all of my hunting and self-defense needs? The opening bid on this combo was $175.00. If your slug gun won’t shoot groups with the Lightfield Hybred series of sabot, there is something wrong with the gun, scope, mounts, etc. Latest. Remington ~ 11-87
Sportsman Slug Gun ~ 12 Ga ~ With Scope Description: This is a very nice clean and lightly used Remington 11-87 Sportsman Slug gun. 4: Browning A-Bolt Shotgun Remington took the solid action of the 870 and made a slug gun out of it, adding a thumbhole stock and a thicker barrel, but they did something else that other slug gun
makers have not: Remington pinned the barrel to the receiver for extra stability, which means better accuracy. I decided I would look for a slug barrel for it, but I also really wanted a 28” barrel for waterfowl. As far as the slug barrel, I sighted it in with Winchester Super-X BRI slugs and found them to be quite accurate. There is some light
rust on the rear sight. The range consists of nothing more than a berm of dirt for a backstop, some plywood in front of the berm to staple targets to, and a couple of cones to mark distance. Remington 1187 12 Gauge Smooth Bore 21" Slug Barrel- Excellent You are bidding on a Remington 1187 12 Gauge Slug Barrel. I shot some non-
sabot rifled 2 3/4″ Remington Sluggers just to see if the barrel functioned with the action and to see if it could hit on the paper and it did both. v. 150-180 grains). It would cleanly kill turkeys out past 45 yards with the flush-mount factory accu-choke xtra-full turkey choke installed. Through the rifled tube three slugs tore one ragged hole 2
inches in length. I say lucky because not only is it accurate, but it is accurate with the same brand of slugs that my old Mossberg liked, so I have plenty on hand already. Sort of like a parkerized finish, but not nearly as good. The barrel is finished in the same style as the newer Remington Sportsman guns. I put up and new target and cut
the edge out of the bull’s-eye with the first shot. It is chambered for 2 3/4" and 3" shells. I was able to pick it up from a pawn shop for $400.00. The 12 month average price is $ ... Remington 11-87 police shotgun 1187 11 87 black stock 12g 12 gun USA. Even the used ones were somewhat pricey for the most part, but I finally found one for
sale for a decent price and sent the man $149.00 and had my new to me, barely used, 21” rifled barrel a few days later. The Sportsman slug gun comes with a 21" rifled barrel, optimized to shoot modern sabot slugs with great accuracy. Create a free website or blog at WordPress.com. If the forearm is not held down, any upward
movement will affect accuracy. At the 50 yard mark there was also some sort of metal structure on a trailer that I was able to rest an elbow on to get some semblance of a brace, but otherwise I was basically shooting from a standing position with little support. I also knew that this line of thinking is not lost on most gun manufacturers, many
of whom offer various slug and field combo packages. Fast forward ten years or so and my nephew is graduating from high school and moves from the hell hole of Chicago to Texas for college. I would rather not take any chances, so for areas where long shots are possible, scoped rifles are what I will be carrying. I hunt a lot of different
animals in different places and like to keep well practiced for wingshooting by shooting clays, so I would need a gun capable of handling everything from light target loads to 3” magnum steel, to buckshot and slugs. I had long been a fan and user of the Mossberg 500 and at the time owned one of the woodland camo models with a vent
ribbed 24” barrel that was marketed as a turkey gun, with which I had also shot clays, quail, ducks, and woodcock. PRICE: $810.00 ... Remington 1187 11-87 SP Special Purpose 12-ga 21" Cantilever Slug … Fortunately I live in a state that allows the use of rifles for big game hunting, but I think that slug guns have their place even in “rifle
states.” In my case, I hunt several small properties in what might be called “semi-rural” areas, which means they are within close proximity to suburbs. Next I tried some of my favorites, the 3″ Winchester Super-X BRI 1 oz. The 11-87 is bringing up the rear of the pack in semi-auto's. More Guns. Slugs, or buckshot can be fired through any
choke without damage to the gun, but for accuracy a more open choke tube like modified or IC is recommended. Range Test and Review – Remington 11-87 Rifled Slug Barrel and Winchester Super-X BRI Slugs. So far the best we have found for accuracy and power with our 12 ga. slug guns is the Winchester Platinum Tip-1700 fps and
the Remington Solid Copper, 1450 fps- all 2 3/4 inch shells. I can group a couple of shots then a “flyer or 2” then it comes back into center, then another “flyer”. The sabot MUST grip the copper bullet and accelerate it up to nearly 50,000 rpms within a 1/2 inch of forward movement down the barrel to make it fly stable and accurate with a 1-
28 twist barrel. The Remington® 11-87™ Sportsman Slug Semi-Auto Shotgun uses a self-compensating gas system, which allows the gun to operate with every type of shotgun shell from light 2-3/4" loads up to 3" Magnums without any shooter adjustments. The Remington® 11-87™ Cantilever Slug Semi-Auto Shotgun uses a self
compensating gas system, which allows the gun to operate with every type of shotgun shell from light 2-3/4" loads up to 3" Magnums without any shooter adjustments. So far the best we have found for accuracy and power with our 12 ga. slug guns is the Winchester Platinum Tip-1700 fps and the Remington Solid Copper, 1450 fps- all 2
3/4 inch shells. The sights are made of metal for the most part which is good, and is rare these days. It's a nice gun, no argument, but as far as slug guns go it's pretty run of the mill in the accuracy potential department. Besides, my eyes aren’t what they used to be and shooting open sights out past 75 yards for me today is a bit of a
stretch. My 20 ga. Mossberg 500 with a 1X4 Leupold can put 5 out of 5 Remington Accu-slugs into 9 inch pie plate at 100 yards. This barrel has adjustable rifle sights and is a smooth bore slug barrel. See our huge selection of gun parts for sale today. We have a great online selection at the lowest prices with Fast & Free shipping on
many items! Getting back into gun hunting, using a Remington 1100 12 gauge slug gun in the Midwest. This barrel is 21" long and has a Matte Black Finish. Change ), You are commenting using your Facebook account. – I would have looked for another 1100, but most are older and don’t have choke tubes, and are also not rated for steel
shot. Not being one to waste expensive ammo, I decided the next time I send a $2+ BRI slug down this barrel it will be headed into the vitals of either a deer or a hog. However, those, with the possible exception of the .44 magnum carbines, just don’t have the killing power to routinely drop deer and hogs in their tracks like a 12 gauge or
even a 20 gauge slug can do. I'd also consider it in the 20 today, lighter, less recoil and all the killing power out to about 200 as you'll ever need. But why would I handicap myself if I don’t need to? The gun was dirty and had seen quite a bit of use but I figured it still had a lot of life left in it. I tried Federals, winchesters, barnes and lightfields
and remingtons in 2 3/4" and 3" and the Remington copper solid 2 3/4" grouped the best @ 50 yards. Anyway, beggers can’t be chosers and I aint in the woods to win no beauty contest. remington 1187 11 87 sp 12 special purpose deer 12ga fully rifled slug 21 inch barrel: used: remington model 11 87 premier trap 12 ga 21 rifled bbl semi
auto shotgun: used: remington 11 87 special purpose 12 ga ported rifled barrel {1} 46400: used: remington 11 87 police 12ga 18 bbl pistol grip st 23537: used Used in great condition Remington model 11-87. ( Log Out /  These properties are covered in thick timber which makes shots of over 65 yards or so very unlikely if not impossible.
This gun was designed to shoot best with Remington's Premier Accu-Tip sabot slugs. BUY IT NOW!!! Change ). ( Log Out /  A Hard Look at the Future of Grouse Hunting. I can only assume what is going on because I would need the actual barrel to verify my conclusion. You may do well with a standard shotgun if you use appropriate
ammunition and invest in plenty of range time. If a deer or hog gets close enough to notice, they will likely be dead before they have time to complain about it. The hastings slugs seem to shoot well for a lot of people (I haven't tried those). rifled slug gun accuracy 20 gauge rifled slug accuracy are rifled slugs more accurate accuracy of
rifled slug ... remington 1187 smooth bore slug barrel 12 gauge slug smooth bore 12 gauge smooth bore slug ammo 20 gauge slug smooth bore 20 ga smooth bore slug gun Some guns may shoot 1-hole groups, some may shoot 2-4 inch groups, “BUT THEY WILL BE GROUPS”, no crazy flyers way out of the group if you’re doing your
part! sabot slugs. I set up at 50 yards because as I stated previously, this gun for me is a short range proposition. Granted, only two of the slug holes where overlapping, but the other was so close that it tore the paper from between the holes as it passed. This is a common problem with any make of sabot ammo using any kind of projectile
that has some type of copper coating (copper washed, copper jacket, or solid copper). I shoot the Remington 11-87 Special Purpose Deer gun with 2 3/4″ 1900fps Remington core lock Ultra (385 grain) slugs. I know that plastics and fiber optics are great and all, but they just are not very durable in my experience. Quite a deal considering
they sell new for upwards of $650 and most other auto-loading shotguns these days cost at least a grand. ( Log Out /  Change ), You are commenting using your Twitter account. Just another thought. Slug gun shooters often hold a gun tight to the shoulder, but rarely pull down on the forearm at the same time. 1 1/2- 2″ groups is the norm
at 100 yds. I decided that after a few seasons of having my fillings knocked loose by those heavy 3” waterfowl and turkey loads, I was going to look for an automatic this time, preferably one that is gas operated. The 11-87 is no different. Guns International makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of the information
contained in the gun classifieds, gun parts or gun services classifieds listings. 20.5 rifled barrel with attached scope mount. I have also scored quite well with it on the sporting clays course several times. Matte barrel and receiver finish is in very good condition with minor handling marks. ... Remington 1187 20 Ga Fully Rifled Slug Barrel
With Rifle Sights 3” … I finally decided I needed to put a rifled slug barrel back in my battery of arms. They are not bad guns, but if I were spending the extra money for an auto I'd pass on the 11-87 and buy something else. Remington 3-inch, 1 ounce, Slugger rifled slugs The Remington Sluggers turned out to be the winner of the day. cyl.
(I got lucky that day too.). I say this because arguments can be made that the same “safety” factors mentioned above apply to pistol caliber carbines. Rifled slugs are generally soft lead and designed for smooth-bore. A Hard Look at the Future of Grouse Hunting. It has a 21 inch fully rifled barrel with the cantilever scope mount and a
Leupold VXII 2-7x32mm Shotgun Scope. The matte finished receiver … Remington 870 20ga. I sight in with an Otters bench rest, however am not getting as good results as I would like. I also hunt from high tree stands on these properties for the same reason. That shotgun served me well for several years on many upland and waterfowl
hunts and it was an awesome turkey gun. Yes, the rifling increases the accuracy, but only until it leads up the barrel. Featuring Remingtons ShurShot synthetic pistol-grip stock, it launches 2 3/4" or 3" 12-gauge slugs with ambidextrous accuracy. Barrel bore is like new with no signs of rust/pitting/wear. Description: You are bidding on a
new Remington Model 11-87 Sportsman rifled slug gun in 20ga with a 21" barrel. Think like a slug-gun shooter “In order to become the best you can be as a slug-gun shooter,” says Brian, “you have to think as a slug-gun shooter.” There’s more to this subject, and we’ll get to it in future articles, but here are some of the major keys you can
put to use right away. current market price feb, 2021 february 2021 jan, ... remington 1187 11 87 sportsman 20ga 20 ga 21 rifle slug w cantilever mount inch barrel: used: remington 1187 11 87 sp 12 special purpose deer 12ga fully rifled slug 21 inch barrel: used: remington 11 87 premier 12 ga hastings paradox 24 rifled barrel shotgun
inch: However, there was nothing that remotely looked like a group. Technical firearms and ammuntion information. Shotgun Slug Accuracy Tips from the American Slug Shooting Association. We use Remington 870, Browning BPS and Browning Gold shotguns shooting cantilevered rifled barrels only-1 in 28″ twist. who doesn't love 12ga
slugs? These two factors make the slug gun a perfect choice for hunting these places. Last year I shot the Remington Premier Copper Solid 1 oz hollow point magnum sabot slug that has a 1450 FPS muzzle velocity. Range Test and Review - Remington 11-87 Rifled Slug Barrel and Winchester Super-X BRI Slugs Sometimes you just get
lucky. ... Remington 1187 20 Ga Fully Rifled Slug Barrel With Rifle Sights 3 Shells 259. But they don't make the Expanders any more. As for the camo coating; I doubt that the camo truly makes much of a difference in the field 99% of the time. I still regret getting rid of that gun. Barrel bore for sale by Ammo And Arms on GunsAmerica -
922655390 If so, check out this video and I'll try to answer that question! I am very much looking forward to reducing the deer and hog populations of some semi-rural areas with this set-up come next fall. I placed my bid and three days later won the auction due to no one else bidding. Only fits the standard wt 20ga. I don’t want my
projectiles leaving the scene and ending up flying across the neighbor’s ground. Not that the slug gun won’t do the job at that disatance because it surely will. I could hardly believe the group. Shotguns here MUST be plugged, and if I'm not mistaken, it's a pretty common requirement. At that point, I was ecstatic. By Phil Bourjaily. I've had
good luck in an 870 20 gauge (w/remington barrel) with lightfield hybreds and remington copper solids. – The best sporting clays gun I ever owned was a soft shooting 30″ barreled Remington 1100 with aftermarket Tru-lock chokes installed. 2019 Honda Civic Type R Seat Covers, Uno Junior Level 1, Carx Drift Racing 2 Easy Money,
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